VAPORIZATION

IS A PROCESS BY WHICH THE ACTIVE INGREDIENTS OF AN HERBAL SUBSTANCE ARE RELEASED THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT WITHOUT COMBUSTION. THE RESULT IS A COOLER, CLEANER, AND MORE CONCENTRATED EFFECT THAT PRODUCES NO COMBUSTION BY-PRODUCTS SUCH AS CARBON MONOXIDE AND TAR WHICH ARE PRIME SUSPECTS IN TOBACCO RELATED CANCERS.

SAVE BIG MONEY BY VAPORIZING!

THE VAPORTOWER ALLOWS YOU TO CONSERVE YOUR MATERIAL & USE MORE WITHOUT WASTE. IT'S MONEY IN THE BANK.

Invest in Yourself Today!

THE MOST AFFORDABLE & BEST VAPORIZER ON THE MARKET

PHONE: 510.550.1453
TOLL FREE: 877.892.8403 - USA
WWW.VAPORTOWER.COM
EMAIL: INFO@VAPORTOWER.COM

For tricks and tips Join the Vapormovement.com

VAPORTOWER PROVIDES A LIFETIME WARRANTY ON THE VAPORTOWER!
VaporTower
Getting Started

Step 1:
Turn on VaporTower to warm up for 5 minutes, we recommend to start the dial around 12 o’clock.

Step 2:
Read Directions!!

Step 3:
Carefully unscrew bowl and set on a solid surface, glass side down.

Step 4:
Grind material vigorously for 10 seconds or until completely broken up.

Step 5:
Make sure material is finely ground and pour onto a business card, then fold card and pour into the bowl.

Step 6:
Be sure material is layered evenly over the screen. DO NOT OVERLOAD!

Step 7:
Holding the Bowl by the Rubber insulation, NOT the glass which may be hot from previous use, screw the handkit back onto bowl securely.

Step 8:
Gently slide handkit onto heater in VaporTower. Vaporizing does not actually begin until the next step.

Step 9:
Start with a few short and fast puffs to begin to get a feel for the vapor without taking too much initially. Experiment with different breath speeds and durations for varied results to find your comfort level. For heavy smokers slightly increase heat setting to 1 o’clock and wait 2 minutes for stronger vapor. When vapor stops producing, the material is spent.

Step 10:
Conversely, turn the setting down to 10 o’clock if the vapor is strong. Long, slow and deep breaths ensure the best draws/pulls of vapor mist from the VaporTower. When vapor stops producing the material is spent.

The VaporTower can burn material quickly if heat setting is too high, use with Caution and experiment slowly with higher temperatures until you find the best setting for you.

Step 11:
Carefully remove handkit from VaporTower after each session. Glass Bowl will be EXTREMELY HOT, allow time to cool, unscrew by holding rubber insulation only. Discard spent material and repeat loading process as needed.

For tricks and tips Join the Vapormovement.com

Please contact us if you have any questions!
info@vaportower.com
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WARNING
Parts of the VaporTower and Handkit will get EXTREMELY HOT during operation. Please use Caution.

To see the VaporTower in action please visit www.Vaportower.com